TIVIAN ACQUIRES GUIDESPARK REVOLUTIONIZING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
WITH THE FIRST INTELLIGENT EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM FOR HR
The strategic acquisition transforms how companies communicate and engage their workforce
through end-to-end HR solutions that make businesses thrive
NEW YORK, NY, November 4th, 2021 – Tivian, the leader in employee experience management,
announced today the strategic acquisition of GuideSpark, the leader in workforce change
communications—helping employees gain a full understanding of any business transformation. The
combined capabilities allow companies to synthesize feedback from their workforce and drive change
through communication that cuts through the noise and reaches the right employees at the right time
with the right information.
“The rapid acceleration of digital transformation and the shift to remote work over the last few years
has created an overwhelming amount of employee communications and noise,” said Keith Kitani, CEO
of GuideSpark. “Employees are struggling to keep up and stay engaged, which is why it is vital to
deliver effective, relevant, and well-timed messages that drive the right behavior. By combining
communication with Tivian’s experience platform, we will provide the first 360-degree employee
solution that enables HR organizations to drive real business outcomes.”
The experience management category has focused heavily on reaching and optimizing customer
interactions. But this singular customer-focused approach overlooks the most critical asset that
companies have: their employees. With the acquisition of GuideSpark, Tivian will be the first to offer
intelligent employee experience management using technology that delivers customized messaging and
engages workers.
“The winners of tomorrow will be the companies that bring personalized communications to their
workforce with a focus on improving their experience,” said Frank Møllerop, CEO of Tivian.
“Effective employee communication is a prerequisite for corporate effectiveness for any company,
which is why we’ve created an end-to-end solution that brings customer marketing technology
principles to HR. The war for talent is over - talent has won - and companies that have neglected to
prioritize their employees are now scrambling for ways to engage them. Organizations need to put their
workforce at the top of their agenda to attract and retain talent.”
With Tivian’s platform, companies can understand and respond to real-world employee groups’
specific needs, preferences, and concerns through personalized communication that drive the change
necessary to create a world-class employee experience.
Tivian is headquartered in New York, with locations in Houston, Redwood City, Portland, London,
Berlin, Oslo, and Cologne.

About Tivian
Tivian is the creator of the first employee-centric end-to-end HR platform that allows companies to
bring personalized communications and experiences to their workforce. Through advanced analytics
and cutting-edge AI technology, Tivian helps great organizations harness experience data to gain
deeper business insights and deploy customized communications to engage their employees. Tivian’s
intelligent experience management platform increases corporate effectiveness and enables a smarter
business world, empowered by insight. Built on 20 years of experience in enterprise feedback
management, Tivian provides over 400 customers in 35 countries with the ability to take action and
achieve their objectives. For more information, please visit www.tivian.com or follow us on Twitter,
Facebook, or LinkedIn.
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